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Introduction 

The integrated environmental monitoring system for 

technogenic loaded territories is active working up now in 

Ukraine. Modernization of existing monitoring system, 

including a complex of geological-geophysical methods is 

actual. One of the major factors that has determined the 

ecological situation in different regions, are Earth’s crust 

faults.  Recent activation of faults reshapes the basic 

features of geological environment determining its 

ecological parameters. The significant volume of 

geological-geophysical information about features in 

Earth’s crust faults is the basis of useful prognostication of 

dangerous influence of natural-technogenius accidents for 

specific regions. But the traces of the largest of faults have 

widths ranging from several kilometers up to several tens 

of kilometers in Earth’s surface and complicated block 

"fragmentation". That's why additional spatial processing 

of information about the fault-block features of a specific 

territory is required for prognosis of changes in all the main 

components of the environment. 
 

The use of tectonic information in modern integrated 

environmental monitoring system of Ukraine 
Environmental monitoring in Ukraine is carried out by the 

Ministries of environmental protection in the areas of 

emergency situations and population protection from the 

effects of Chernobyl disaster, health protection, agrarian 

policy, construction, architecture and housing-communal 

services, State committees for forestry, water management, 

land resources (Resolution of Cabinet of Ministers of 

Ukraine №391 of March 30, 1998). However, due to all 

these diversified areas there exists at present not a simple 

"unification" of all the existing ministerial monitoring 

systems. A complete spatial coordination of all their 

observation networks and solved tasks for technogenically 

loaded regions is clearly called for.  

To solve this problem, the creation of a regional system for 

integrated environmental monitoring of the Dnipropetrovsk 

region (SIEM "Pridneprovye") has begun – as a pilot 

project with further expansion to the whole territory of 

Ukraine. The system does not duplicate the existing 

ministerial systems for monitoring individual components 

of the environment but includes them as separate elements. 

SIEM "Pridneprovye" is a network of special test-

polygons, including specific natural-technological 

ecosystems and landscapes with a particular complex of 

technogenic load. Own networks of test-stations are at all 

test-polygons, where the following main components of 

ecosystems are investigated each season (sample picking): 

soils, flora, fauna, underground and surface water. The 

results of laboratory physicochemical and biological 

analysis of these samples determine the condition of these 

components of ecosystems (including xenobiotics 

pollution), dynamics and prediction of their changes for 

prevention recommendations of hazardous after-effects. 

Thus, now the main tasks of integrated environmental 

monitoring are principally related to researching near-

surface conditions and processes. But complete (3D) 

research of the main components of environment and 

geoecological conditions of technogenically loaded 

territory as a whole is impossible without geological-

geophysical information about the tectonic (fault-block) 

features of Earth's crust. 
Fault systems of Earth's crust determine the geoecological 

conditions of territories. These faults are not simple breaks, 

but complex inter-block tectonic structures of multi-act 

formation, formed because of several successive tectonic 

activations. Each fault is a source of local stresses and 

deformations, which determine the increased fracturing and 

water penetrability of rock massifs, the increased speed of 

recent movements of Earth's crust, which determine 

potential zones of recent exogenous geological processes. 

The faults can disturb the protection of underground 

aquifers from pollution, as migration routes of natural and 

man-made chemical and radioactive compounds.  

Fault-block features of Earth's crust also affect the 

movement of pollutants in atmosphere. The information 

about Chernobyl Nuclear Power station catastrophe 

(26.04.1986) opened unique opportunities of interrelation 

local changes of meteorological situation with features of 

the tectonical structure. There is the similarity of maxima 

of "the priority" of radioactive traces directions of this 

catastrophe and Earth’s crust faults systems. Thereby any 

change in the economic use of natural resources, without 

taking into account the peculiarities of tectonic structure, 

can cause a disturbance of all components of the 

environment in a definite territory. 

 

Below, using the example of Zaporizhzhya nuclear power 

plant (ZNPP) – the main of enterprises of energy producer 

of Ukrainian Southeast, the complexity of the geological-

geophysical definition the fault-block features of the 

territory is shown. ZNPP is located in the south-eastern 

part of the Middle-Dnipro megablock of Ukrainian Shield 

near the Orikhiv-Pavlograd juncture zone (OPJZ), 

conforming to Orikhiv-Pavlograd first-order fault. The 

zone of increased permeability with low values anomalies 

of specific activity Th232 and Ra226 was identified within 

OPJZ. On the one hand, the coincidence of its direction 

with the main direction OPJZ (~17o) indicates the tectonic 

origin of this zone, and on the other hand, the spatial 

mismatch of the anomalies Th232 and Ra226 is a 

consequence of very complicated fault-block 

"fragmentation" of this zone with numerous cutting 

tectonic faults, which have different directions, extension 

and depths. Therefore, for further geological-geophysical 

research of individual anomalies within the identified zone, 

additional spatial processing of information about the fault-

block features are needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Specific activity of Th232 (a) and Ra226 (b) with fault 

tectonics near ZNPP (Bq/kg). Tectonic faults: 1 – 

dropping; 2 – uplifts; 3 – spreading; 4 – small faults with 

unknown morphological and kinetic characteristics 
 

Spatial processing of information about geological-

geophysical features (indicators) of Earth’s crust faults 

systems 

According to rotational hypothesis of structure formation 

in definite tectonic epoch under the influence of planetary 

stress-forces, there is a stirring up of Earth crust's faults 

systems formed earlier. According to geological-

geophysical research, there are clearly six fixed systems of 

Earth’s crust faults in the limits of Ukrainian Shield. Each 

system consists of the faults of two mutually orthogonal 

directions with the following azimuths: 0° and 270°, 17° 

and 287°, 35° and 305°, 45° and 315°, 62° and 332°, 77° 

and 347°. The result of fault systems formation in each 

epoch of tectonic activation is the blocking of Earth's crust. 

The crossing of different ranks faults forms tectonic blocks 

systems of different orders. The unified scale of weighting 

coefficients ("weights") of various groups of geological-

geophysical features (indicators) of Earth's crust fault 

systems fi has been work out. These coefficients reflect the 

degree of contrast (manifestation) of various groups and 

subgroups of these indicators. The «weight» of all groups 

of the indicators is normalized to one. 

The catalog of geological-geophysical indicators of Earth’s 

crust faults systems for the whole territory of Ukrainian 

shield (scale 1:500000) was created by K.F. Tiapkin and 

V.M. Gontarenko in the 1990s. With this catalog and the 

unified scale (Table) the weights of all geological-

geophysical indicators of different fault systems and 

individual fault directions of these systems and their 

averaged sums (fav=Σfi/3) can be determined on any part of 

Ukrainian shield. 

 

 

 

The unified scale of weighting coefficients of various 

groups of geological-geophysical features (indicators) of 

Earth's crust fault systems of Ukrainian Shield 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of such calculations fav for different parts of 

OPJZ in the form of "open rose-diagram" is shown. The 

main and secondary priority local directions of dangerous 

geo-ecological impact in different parts of OPJZ are 

determined by the values of averaged sum of the weights of 

individual directions in fault systems. The presence of 

different priority directions (which differ from the main 

direction of OPJZ – 17o and cut through it) indicates the 

complex blockage of upper part of Earth's crust. In 

particular, such results for the southern part of OPJZ 

explain the spatial difference between radioactive 

anomalies Th232 and Ra226 near ZNPP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Averaged sums fav of weights of all geological-geophysical 

indicators of different fault systems (a) and individual fault 

directions (b) on different parts of OPJZ 
 

Priority local directions of dangerous  

geoecological impact in different parts of OPJZ 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

• Now the development of integrated system of 

environmental monitoring of technogenically loaded 

territories is being continued in Ukraine. But there is 

simple "summation" of the existing different ministerial 

monitoring systems without the necessary spatial 

coordination of their tasks and observation networks. 

The main tasks of modern monitoring are related to 

investigating near-surface conditions. But complete 

investigations of main components of the environment 

is impossible without the use of geological-geophysical 

information about fault-block features of Earth's crust. 

• Modernization of existing integrated system of 

environmental monitoring in Ukraine, including 

additional spatial processing of geological-geophysical 

information about the fault-block features of definite 

territory for prognosis of changes in all the main 

components of environment, is now actually taking 

place. With the catalog of geological-geophysical 

indicators of Earth’s crust faults systems and the unified 

scale of "weights" of various groups of these indicators, 

the weights of different fault systems and individual 

fault directions of these systems and their averaged 

sums can be determined on any part of Ukrainian shield. 

The obtained results may be the basis of detailed 

geological-geophysical definition of "fragmentation" of 

upper part of Earth's crust to determine the elements of 

methodology and the tasks of further integrated 

environmental monitoring of technogenically loaded 

regions of Ukraine. 

 


